Angels 22, a Self-portrait of a fighter pilot, George Barclay, Edited by Humphrey Wynn, with a Foreword by Marshal of the RAF Sir John Grandy, GCB, KBE, DSO, Arrow Books
Printers: The Anchor Press Ltd, Tiptree, Essex
Price: 85p
ISBN: 0 09 916130 3
Front cover: col. painting [unsigned] of fighter pilot
Rear cover: In the two years before he was shot down and killed over El Alamein aged 22 … One of only four officers in his squadron to survive the Battle of Britain, he was later shot down over occupied France, eventually escaping through Spain with the help of the Resistance. Largely constructed from the diaries and letters Barclay wrote during the period …

Flying Feats, J.D. Storer, Illustrated by Peter Dennis, Beaver Books
Printers: Cox & Wyman Ltd, London, Reading and Fakenham
Price: 50p
ISBN: 0 600 33613 1
Front and rear covers: col. painting by Michael Turner of Gladiators attacking SM.79s over Malta
Rear cover: A Beaver Original from Hamlyn.
… The inventors, the record-breakers, the daredevils and the aircraft themselves all live again in this account of outstanding achievements from two hundred years of flying
J.D. Storer is Assistant Keep in the Department of Technology at the Royal Scottish Museum. He is the author of several books about flying and aircraft and runs an aircraft museum on the East Fortune airfield near Edinburgh.

Jean Zumbach, On Wings of War, My Life as a Pilot Adventurer, Translated from the French by Steve Cox, Corgi Books, A Division of Transworld Publishers Ltd
Printers: Cox & Wyman Ltd, London, Reading and Fakenham
Price: 85p
ISBN: 0 552 10521 X
Front and rear covers: wrap-round painting [unsigned] of unidentified type in low-level bombing raid
Front cover: Fighter pilot, smuggler and mercenary
Rear cover: synopsis: includes RAF in World War 2, Congo war for Tshombe, Biafran A.F. and smuggling

James Campbell, Bomber Stream Broken, Futura Publications Limited, A Futura Book
Printers: Hazell Watson & Viney Ltd, Aylesbury
Price: 70p
ISBN: 0 8600 7473 0
Front cover: Painting [unsigned] of H.P. Halifax attacked by Me.109s. Author of Maximum Effort and The Bombing of Nuremberg
Rear cover: synopsis
Notes: Novel featuring Halifax pilots of Bomber Command and German fighter pilot
James Campbell was born in Inverness. During the war he flew on thirty-eight bombing operations with No.158 Halifax Squadron based at Lisset, Yorkshire. After the war he returned to journalism, turning down the chance of continuing in the RAF on a short service commission. For the last twenty-two years he has been the Lobby Correspondent of a daily newspaper. In 1962 he was the only journalist to anticipate Selwyn Lloyd’s ‘lollipop’ Budget, and Granada TV’s ‘What the Papers Say’ acclaimed his story as ‘the scoop of the year’.

Ralph Barker, Survival in the Sky
Price: 60p
Ralph Barker was born in 1917 and educated at Hounslow College. He joined the editorial staff of Sporting Life in 1934, but later went into banking. Meanwhile he had begun writing and several of his sketches and scenes were produced in West End Revue. In 1940 he joined the RAF as a wireless operator and air-gunner, served in the Middle East and West Africa as well as the UK, and completed two thousand flying hours before demobilization in 1946. He returned to banking for a year and then went into civil aviation as a radio operator. At the end of 1948, Ralph Barker rejoined the RAF and went to Germany as a public relations officer on the Berlin Airlift. After two years in Service broadcasting at BFN Hamburg, he was posted to the Air Ministry to work on official war narratives. His first book, Down in the Drink, was published in 1955, and since then he has written several other books with an aviation background including Strike Hard, Strike Sure and Against the Sea, both also published in Pan Books. He retired voluntarily from the RAF in 1961 to write full time. He is a frequent contributor of feature stories to the Sunday Express.


77/pan.1 Pan Books
Wings, Barry Thomas, Pan Original Pan Books and the British Broadcasting Corporation
Printers: Cox & Wyman Ltd, London, Reading and Fakenham
Price: 50p
ISBN: 0 330 25043 4; 0 563 17169 3 [BBC]
Front cover: col. photo from tv series
Rear cover: synopsis
Notes: novel of RFC pilots in World War I based on BBC tv drama series

77/sph.1 Sphere Books
Rat Trap, Craig Thomas, Sphere Books Limited, 30-32 Gray’s Inn Road, London, WC1X 8JL
Printers: Collins, Glasgow
Price: £1.50
ISBN: 0 7221 0570 3
Front cover: blue with illus. of British Airways B.707. Bestselling author of Firefox and Wolfsbane; A great airport’s worst-ever nightmare becomes a hair-trigger thriller of shattering suspense
Rear cover: synopsis
Notes: novel of a hijacking at Heathrow Airport

77/xsp.1 Ediciones de Bolsillo 511
Ignacio Hidalgo de Cisneros, Cambio de Rumbo ... Prólogo de Manuel Tuñón de Lara, Editorial Laia, Colección Ebro, Barcelona 1977


Printers: [printed in Spain]

ISBN: 84 7222 336 1 [set]; 84 7222 342 6 [vol.1]; 84 7222 343 4 [vol.2]

Front cover: col. illus. [vol. 1 DH Moth, vol.2 Fokker F.VII] by Enric Satué

Rear cover: synopsis
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